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Introduction

HaplotypeSpecific Extraction (HSE) is a simple automated
technique that allows haplotype identification from genomic
DNA, without familial knowledge, by physically separating a
diploid sample into haploid components. Determining
haplotypes, gene order and dosage are current foci for
researchers in KIR and HLA genetics and may be of particular
interest when evaluating graftversushostdisease (GVHD) in
wellmatched transplants. KIR haplotypes are a new focus for
HLA researchers, “A” haplotypes include 7 genes, “B”
haplotypes have combinations of 7 to 14 genes. Currently,
haplotyping an individual with two B copies is virtually
impossible without familial studies.
The approach is:
1) SNPgenotype candidate regions
2) Haploseparate based on this information
3) Assemble contiguous molecular haplotypes

Materials and Methods

Genomic DNA samples were isolated from whole blood using
the EZ1 Blood350ul protocol and HaploExtracted at the
MICA, KIR, and 4 HLA loci. HLAB, HLACw, HLADRB1,
HLADQB1 and MICA extractions were amplified at the
extraction points to verify haploid state.
SNPbased
HaploPrep™ probes flanking and intermediate to the genes of
interest were designed from build 124 of dbSNP to query
flanking linked regions. The resulting haploid fragments were
sequenced with BigDyev1.1 chemistry or genotyped using real
time PCR at SNPs expected to be within the flanking regions.
KIR genes were interrogated with generic PCR primers
designed to amplify a 2.4kbp region spanning intron 8 to intron
1 of neighboring KIR genes. Amplicons were sequenced to
verify gene presence and orientation.
Heterozygous
polymorphisms were then used to tile the extractions and form
contiguous haplotypes. All HLA and MICA genes were
sequenced to verify haploid state.
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HLADRB1 and HLADQB1 were extracted with allelespecific DRB1 and
DQB1 HaploPrep™ probes, typed at the extraction point and SNP assay
rs9271364. Conversely, samples were extracted at rs9271364 and the
resulting haploid fragments are typed using DNA sequencing at HLADQB1
and HLADRB1 and at the SNP.

Discussion
Samples with known linkage were extracted with either SNP
based or HLA allele based HaploPrep™ probes. All samples
were typed distally to build overlapping haplotypes. Two
complete KIR and two abbreviated HLA haplotypes were
defined using a combination of HaplotypeSpecific Extraction,
genotyping with realtime PCR and DNA sequencing. The
samples were genotyped and allele level typing was performed
for all genes in each haplotype to form three unique haplotypes
of 89kbp, 139.8kbp, and 150kbp.

Samples were extracted at multiple sites within HLA genes and at intermediate
SNPs. Resulting haploid fragments are typed using DNA sequencing and
TaqMan SNP assays.
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Using this tiling method, HSE can be used to determine
haplotypes without family studies. Implementing this approach
on a 96well robot such as the BioSprint96 could derive
haplotypes of up to 29Mbp with simplex extractions and
assuming the ability to perform multiple extractions per well,
one could haplotype chromosomes 21, 22 or Y in one 96well
plate.

Conclusions:

Tiling of haplotypes using HSE has broad potential
applications: HSE along with sequencing can be used to define
KIR haplotypes without typing whole families; a pair or trio of
HSE probes could be used for haplotype risk analysis at the
HLAClass II loci for ovarian cancer; and HSE can resolve HLA
ambiguities. A secondary application of HSE allows separation
of genomic DNA with insertions and deletions that are not
easily resolvable with current sequencing software.
Haplotype reconstruction with HSE should prove a useful
method for validating statistically derived haplotypes from
population studies, for directly evaluating gene dosage (copy
number) without longrange PCR and can assign KIR
haplotypes when familial studies are not possible.
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